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     SECTION -A  ( READING) 

I) Hippopotamus are thoroughly aquatic animals, and when frightened or    disturbed at 

once make for their natural element during the day ,and in places where they are 

unmolested, they sleep by preference in rather shallow water. They may be found 

occasionally asleep upon mud or sand banks. In more frequented localities, they float in 

deep water, the nostrils protruding above the surface. Towards the evening they leave the 

water, and go ashore to feed. Although where food happens to be scarce, hippopotamus 

are capable of travelling considerable distance from the water during the night, under 

normal circumstances the limit is under a mile, and they always get back to their old 

quarters before morning, unless they have sought and found  anew abode. An animal 

belated on its feeding ground  a long way from its usual day haunt would seek the nearest 

suitable pool until night fall. 

Their food consists of young shoots, grasses and reeds . A hippopotamus does not grub for 

roots or eat fruit. It is capable of doing great damage to  cultivated lands, not by eating the 

crops, but by the manner it tramples down and destroys things. Consequently ,its conduct 

in this respect causes a great deal of complaint ,and where protected by law, natives and 

others seek the easiest means of prevention by applying to have the erring animals killed; 

incidentally looking forward to a big feed of good meat and a plentiful supply of the valuable 

hide and fat. 

As a matter of fact, the lowest fence, provided that it is solid and upright, will always stop a 

hippo. Like a pig, it never attempts to step over an obstacle, and does not normally push an 

impediment which it recognises as artificial. 

1) Three words or phrases are given below. Give the meaning of each as used in the 

passage: 

a) make for    b)protruding     c) haunt 

2) Answer the following questions briefly: 

a) Where does a hippo normally seek refuge when it is frightened? 

b) Hippos can be danger to crops. Why? 



 

 

c) For what other reasons, besides destroying crops ,are hippos killed? 

d) On what do hippopotamus normally feed? 

e) Quote a sentence from the passage that shows that hippo do not normally cross over 

even a low barrier. 

SECTION -B (WRITING) 

II) Write an essay on the topic  

  "The importance of sports and games" 

     or  

  "Books are our best friends" 

SECTION -C (GRAMMAR &LITERATURE) 

III) Complete these sentences with the infinitive or gerund forms of the  verbs in the 

brackets:- 

a)----------------- is better than receiving.(give) 

b)The doctor advised Preeti ---------------- an x-ray.(take) 

c) It is impossible ---------------without air.(live) 

d) Children love------------------------mud houses.(make) 

e) Our country expects us -------------------------hard.(hard) 

 

  IV) Rewrite these sentences into passive voice:- 

a) Who wrote the letter? 

b) My mother was cooking dinner? 

c) He will never hurt you? 

d) They have made Ravi the class monitor. 

e) He gave me a book. 

f) Sheetal writes a letter. 

V) Change the voice from passive to active:- 

a) Tea is prepared by her. 



 

 

b) The poem was written by Byron. 

c) Justice has been done to victims. 

d) The peon was being called by the principal. 

e)The pizza has been ordered by me. 

f) A taxi will be taken by the tourist. 

VI) Complete these sentences with few, a few,little,alittle ,either,neither  

a) I collected all the marbles but I think ---------------------are still left. 

b) I know very -----------------------about him. 

c) They have planted trees on----------------------side of the road. 

d) -----------------------knowledge is a dangerous thing. 

e) It was not a good match.--------------------team played well. 

f) ------------------------people in India are rich. 

 

 

EXTRACTS 

 "You got  the leader," the man cheered. 

a) Who is 'you' in the above line? 

b) Who is the leader mentioned above? 

c) Explain the situation . 

d) Name the lesson and the author. 

 "Perhaps it was a bad coin". 

a) Who brought the coin and why? 

b) What did Ram Bharosa do to test the coin? 

c) Name the author.  
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